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FOREWORD
About 1,000 large dams have been constructed in Maharashtra
up to 1982-83 for irrigation and hydro-power generation. Apart
from using the water from these dams for the beneficial purposes
like irrigation, hydro-power generation, etc., the Irrigation Department has to look after the safety of these dams structures. The
misbehaviour or failure of dams can cause substantial loss of life
and damage to property apart from resulting in substantial expenditure on repairs. Considering the safety of dams as of paramount
importance,

it was decided by the Government

of Maharashtra

to

prepare a Dam Safety Manual for the benefit of Officers and Staff
of the Irrigation Department who are in charge of the maintenance
of dams, for ensuring effective watch on safety aspects of dams and
also dealing promptly and effectively with situations in case dams
show signs of distress.
2. The Safety of dams encompasses various aspects which
proposed to be detailed out in the following 9 Chapters :—
Chapter 1—Scope, Definition and History.

are

Chapter 2—Identification of Causes of Failures.
Chapter 3—Safety Norms.
Chapter 4—Availability of Records for Dam Safety.
Chapter 5—Instrumentation Record.
Chapter 6—Building up of Behavioural Record of Dams.
Chapter 7—Flood Forecasting, Reservoir
Operation.

Operation and Gate

Chapter 8—Preparedness for dealing with Emergency Situations
on Dams.
Chapter 9—Maintenance

and Repairs of Dams

for Safety.

3. The present Chapter 8 titled, ‘ Preparedness for dealing with
Emergency Situations on Dams’ is the result of strenuous efforts
put in by a team of experienced officers ably led by Shri J. L. Godia,
Superintending Engineer, Dam

F 4786—2

Safety Organisation, Nashik.
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4. As the Dam Safety has also to take into consideration the
safety of life and property on the river banks, suggestions from
Revenue and Forest Department, Rural Development Department,

Home Department and Public Works and Housing Department,
were called for and their suggestions have been considered in

framing this Manual.

6

It is hoped that this manual will serve as a useful guide to
the field officers and staff in ensuring the safety of various dams
structures in Maharashtra State.
5.

|
M. A. CHITALE
BOMBAY
Command Area Development Commissioner and
Secretary, Irrigation Department
Dated 23rd December 1983

PREFACE
There are about 1,000 large dams of various types and of varying
storage capacities in Maharashtra. Important towns and cities are
situated on the downstream of some of these dams. Hence safe
maintenance and operation of dams and spillways thereof assumes
vital importance to avoid probable danger to life and property on the
downstream. Government of Maharashtra in Irrigation
Department
has, therefore, sanctioned the creation of a Dam inspection and
Safety Service to look after the Safety aspects of the dams in the
State as per Government Resolution No. IPM-1078/2318-IMG-II,
dated 10th September 1980.
The broad functions of the Dam Inspection and Safety Services are
as under :—
(1) This service is to function in an advisory capacity and has
to advise the Government in the compilation of all records and
technical data about dams.
(2) Advise in respect of maintenance and improvements of dams
for the safety of the structure or imminent danger.
(3) Advise in respect of proper up-keep of data of the instrumentation in the structure and analysing the data so collected.
(4) Suggest proper instrumentation for future projects and
also advise regarding foundation treatments and other relevant
considerations.
(5) Advise in the preparation of gate operation schedule. (6) Evolve comprehensive inspection pro forma and give inspection schedule.
(7) Make recommendations to Government in all aspects
connected with the safety of dams through the Superintending
Engineer, Dam

Inspectorate, which is created by the Government

as a part of the Dam Inspection and Safety Service.

Pending creation of the Dam Inspection and Safety Service, the
Dam Inspectorate (now renamed as Dam Safety Organisation) has
been opened on 22nd October 1980 at C.D.O., Nashik, to look after
the various functions of the Dam Inspection and Safe Service.
As one of the priority tasks of the Dam Safety Organisation it was
proposed to prepare a Dam Safety Manual, to ensure that the dams
are maintained properly and safe and kept in fit condition.
This Manual is intended to lay down the broad requirements
of Safety of Dams. It may not be treated as a complete and exhaustive document of guidelines. It is expected that, every person
F 4786—2a
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dealing with Dams will concern himself to the appropriate upkeep
and operation of the Dams and ancillary works and ensure safety
by taking adequate measures under all circumstances in consultation
with the appropriate superior officers.
While preparing this Chapter 8 of the Dam Safety Manual
substantial material has been drawn from the already published
Hongeis on the subject and the Circulars issued by the Government
Maharashtra and the literature published by the Central Water
of
Central Board of Irrigation and
Commission, New Delhi and the
New

Power,

Delhi.

The

the end of the Chapter.

list of all such

references

is attached at

This part is released for general guidance and judicious adoption
by the concerned officers and staff of the Irrigation Department
in Maharashtra for proper upkeep of dams in their charge.
Suggestions from officers and engineers of the Department, if any,
about this Manual may be sent to the Superintending Engineer,
Dam

Safety Organisation,

Nashik,

so that, they can be taken into

consideration at the time of future revision.

This Manual is an outcome of keen interest shown by Shri M. A.
Chitale, Command Area Development Commissioner and Secretary,
Irrigation Department, in the preparation of such a document, which
promoted the inspiration and enthusiasm needed for its preparation.
Shri D. L. Garud, Chief Engineer (I) and Joint Secretary, Irrigation Department scrutinised the entire draft and provided invaluable
guidance in bringing it to its present form.
Shri R. S. Gaikwad and Miss P. K. S. Naidu, Executive Engineer,
C.D.O., helped in compiling some of the topics for inclusion in the

chapter.
Assistant

S ri B. B. Patil, Sub-Divisional Engineer, Shri V. D. Bafna,
Engineer (II) and Shri S. G. Sant, Sub-Divisional Officer

and Shri A. R. Gaidhani, Higher Grade Stenographer, have also
provided active help in preparing and editing the draft chapters.
J. L. GODIA

Superintending Engineer

NASHIK

Dated 19th November 1983

Dam Safety Organisation

C.D.O., Nashik 422004
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EMERGENCY

SITUATIONS

Potential of Dams

Dams

serve as an important source of several benefits and facilities to the

region downstream. However, such dams also form a potential source of hazard in
the event of any mishap or failure of the dam. The hazard potential of a dam lies
in sudden release of the stored water in the form of a flood wave following the dam
breach which has a potential to sweep away all the life and property coming within
its course. The hazard potential of a dam is related to the possible extent of loss of
life and damage to the property that is likely to be caused in addition to the loss of
facility in the event of its failure.
1.2. It is difficult to quantify the hazard potential or the extent of probable loss
for this purpose except in relative terms of categorisation. The extent of likely
damage is dependent upon the size of population and the value of property situated
in the area prone to damage in the event of failure of the dam. A qualitative criteria
as given below may be followed to identify the hazard potential of a dam : (3)
Extent of likely damage
Loss of Life

Category of hazard potential
of the dam

Economic Loss

None expected

ee

Minimum

ne

Low

Few

-

Appreciable

a2

Medium

Excessive

am

High

More thanfew
1.3.

_..

In view of the inherent hazard potential in dams it is obligatory on the part

of every agency that owns a dam which is under construction or operation, to fulfil
the following requirements :—
(a) To construct, maintain and operate the dam in accordance with the approved
norms and practice of the State in respect of safety of the structure and
safety of the public life and property on downstream ;
(6) To evaluate the hazard potential of the dam;
(c) To formulate and implement an emergency action plan for each dam to
minimise to the greatest extent possible the probable loss of life and damage
to the property in the event of failure of the dam.
1.4. Thus the aim of Emergency Action Planning is to identify in advance the
types of emergencies which are likely to occur in connection with operation of any
reservoirs. This will include identification of probable areas, population, or struc-

tures and installations likely to be affected adversely due to the water stored in the
reservoir or due to the flood water let out from the reservoir or the likely catastrophic

=
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This plan further includes making advance
floods in the event of failure of adam.
extent possible the
plans and preparations for handling efficiently and to the best
life.
human
of
loss
avoid
expected adverse situations especially caring to

Preparation of Emergency Action Plan
the dams before
2.1. Emergency Action Plan (EAP) must be formulated for all

2.

up any storage.
taking up the work of closure of the river channel or building

In

(EAP) for any
fact, it may be useful to finalise the Emergency Action Planning
the hazard potenstorage project at the stage of finalising technical sanction, so that
considered
tial of the project can be known before hand and the same can be fully
standing
the
per
while finalising the relevant technical details and designs. As
construc
of
instructions from the Government, the departmental agencies in charge
tending
Superin
tion of dams are required to obtain written permission from the
of medium
case
in
r
Enginee
Chief
l
Regiona
and
dams
Engineer in case of minor
[Chief Engineer’s
and major projects, for taking up the gorge filling works of a dam.
per this Circular
Circular No. MNS-1963-MI(1), dated 18th February 1963.] As
flanks and spillway
the Superintending Engineer must satisfy himself that the work of
gorge filling work
and regulation works is complete and it is possible to complete the
the Regional Chief
before the end of April. In addition to above requirements
the Emergency
Engineers and the Superintending Engineers must also ensure that
filling work is
Action Plan of the dam is completed before the permission of gorge
granted.
of the documents
2.2. The Emergency Action Plan (EAP) shall also form a part
Engineer for
tending
Superin
or
r
to be submitted to the Regional Chief Enginee
storage.
any
of
creation
or
work
obtaining approval for taking up the gorge filling
Evaluation of Emergency Potential
is necessary to
Before taking up the preparation of an Emergency Action Plan, it
ations of
consider
the
on
done
is
This
dam.
evaluate the emergency potential of the
extent
the
and
floods
break
dam
to
due
ion
evaluation of likely downstream inundat
ion
inundat
likely
the
in
located
tions
of population and property or vital installa
area.(*)
in preparation
3.1. Size of likely breach and magnitude of flood.—The first step
the extent of
of
ion
of an emergency action plan is the reasonably correct evaluat
inundation from a probable dam breach.
mode of dam
This can be done only on hypothetical assumptions of most likely
breach floods. The
failure, the probable size of breach and peak stages of dam
For reasons of
failure mechanisms of dams are often not well understood.
sm, assumptions
simplicity wide applicability and uncertainty in the failure mechani
the effect of such
for breach formation should be based on experience data and
rock-fill, masonry
experience (2). The assumptions for the breach geometry of earth,
of similar dams.
or concrete gravity and arch dams may be based on case histories
be adopted
In case of an earth dam or a rock-fill dam the size of the breach (2) may
at the top
height
dam
the
times
four
as a trapezoidal cut in the dam with a width of
one horito
vertical
one
of
slopes
side
and twice the dam height at the bottom with
height
m
maximu
has
dam
the
zontal. The breach may occur at the location where

3.
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or critical foundation conditions or at the temporary waste weir or the canal head
regulator. The reservoir may be considered as standing at maximum design pool

level with maximum designed flood
failure.

passing over

the spillway(!) at the time of

In case of masonry dams, it is difficult to lay down any criteria regarding the size
of breach in the deccan trap foundations. Overtopping of dams have been noticed

in some cases, however, the dams have safely withstood the eventuality and no
damage could be noticed. Only in case of Khadakwasla dam a breach of approxi-

mately 60 m. was caused at a place where the height was about 27 m. due to overtopping of the dam by about 2.5 m. following failure of the upstream Panshet dam
tin July, 1961.
On the other hand there are instances like failure of Malpasset dam, a concrete
arch dam (France-1959) and St. Francis dam, a concrete gravity dam (California
U.S.A. 1928) where the collapse of whole dam structure occurred practically
instantaneously.

In view of the uncertainty about the proportion of the dam body which fails, it
is proposed to consider some ad hoc criteria for preparing Emergency Action Plan
in respect of masonry or concrete gravity dams until acceptable data to suggest
a change in this criteria becomes available. We may consider greater of the following
possibilities of flood value (dam

property and population :—

break flood) to consider the effect on downstream

(a) Twice the designed maximum outflow flood of a particular dam site.
(6) Combined yalue of designed maximum outflow flood of the dam
consideration and one of the upstream dams in the same valley.

under

The possibility of a partial breach due to failure of one or two monoliths resting
on critical foundations, if any, or on account of any peculiar features may also be
considered. The possibility of a sudden failure may exist in the following cases:—
(i) Dams on weak type of rocks such as lime stones, shales, slates etc.
(ii) Dams in locations of high seismic or geological activity.
(iii) Old dams with deteriorated conditions and old dams strengthened with
cable stressing grouting etc., but without buttressing.
(iv) Dams

in locations susceptible to massive land slides.

(v) Earth dams on deep soil over burden of weak soils susceptible to foundation
slides,
3.2. Extent of inundation due to dam break floods—From the type and size of
the dam, size of the storage and topography of the valley on the downstreams, the
extent of area that would get inundated in the event of failure of the dam should
be decided.
The following
inundation :—

steps

are

invloved for the evaluation

of

dam

(a) Assumptions for the mode of failure, ic. the geometrical
description of the breach and domino type failure.

break
and

flood

temporal

[cHAPTER 8
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conditions for the
(b) Determination of realistic initial and boundary
flood wave propagation.
(c) Data required by the recommended methods.
produced by
(d) Computation of the outflow discharge hydrograph
tream valley
(e) Routing of the outflow hydrograph to the downs
and travel
rges
discha
determine peak water surface elevations,

dam break

the breach.
in order to
times.

be prepared by storage
The outflow hydrograph of the reservoir breach may
tream inundation area
downs
routing and with the help of breach rating curve. The
raph by Standard
hydrog
may be obtained by flood routing of the reservoir breach
amme

methods like Muskingum. Modified puls or time lag.12)

Computer

progr

te inundation area due to the
packages as given below can be available to evalua
dam break floods :—
TABLE

1(2)

Model Description
Model

Solution

HEC1DB

Technique

Puls
Modified
wave.
tic
Kinema

;

Remarks

Well documented, easily applied, incorporates,
| variation in breach geometry and time rate

of breach formation. Presently limited to single
dam applications with dry downstream channels.

Explicit, StagUSTFLO
(Corps of __ gered grid.

Engineers)

Requires usage of separate programme to calculate geometric elements (GEDA). Designed for

usage for dam-break flood
river routing,
relatively small time steps
es
Requir
lt.
difficu
and

DAMBRK__ Four point,
(National _— weighted
difference
Weather
t.
implici
Service)

MOC-LIF
(United
States
Geological
Survey)

MOC-explicit
method of
characteristics.
LIF-Four or
Six point linear
implicit.

fixed distance steps.

Designed specifically for dam break floods, is
easily applied and extremely versatile. Handles
variable breach and time rate of breach formation, using storage or dynamic routing in
reservoir, Cross Sections may be irregularly
spaced. Will handle multiple (domino type)
failures and will route supercritical or subcritical flow.

Not widely used. Treats dam as internal node,
prop:gates a single bore, sub-critical flow
only, Limited to single dams. Requires trapezoidal cross sections, evenly spaced distance
steps, small time steps, relatively expensive
computational cost.

CHAPTER 8]
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model is more versatile compared to other models. This model

is available in the Dam

Safety Organisation, Nashik. The following minimum

data

is required for this model :—
(a) Breach geometry (simplified to rectangular or trapezoidal shape parameters).
(6) Time

rate of breach

(c) Reservoir

(d) Two

formation.

elevation—Surface

area

or three valley cross-sections.

points.

The cross-sections should be chosen

accurately describe valley storage and conveyance.
improve the accuracy of computed peak stages.

to

More sections generally

(e) Valley roughness co-efficients.
(f) Boundary inflow hydrograph and lateral inflow hydrograph.
(g) Reservoir elevation at start of failure and initial water surface elevation at
the downstream end of the channel.
(h) Description of downstream channel flow conditions i.e. sub-critical or
supper-critical,
3.3. Population and property in inundation prone area.—The population and
property situated within the area prone to inundation and damage must be surveyed
to identify the emergency potential.

Based on this survey the index maps and detailed maps of likely inundation area
due to dam break floods should be prepared by the Executive Engineer. The index
maps and detailed maps of the dam break inundation area should ordinarily be
prepared and handled as Secret documents. The hypothetical dam break flood line
and details of all the populated areas of cities, towns and villages, important installations, public buildings, railway lines and roads ete., likely to be affected by the
floods should be clearly marked on these maps. Locations of safe high grounds
which can be used for evacuation and shelter purposes should also be marked on
these maps.

The inundation maps should be prepared to the scale of 2 ems =1 km or
1 : 50,000 or the scale of available topographical maps. A list of towns and villages

important

public

buildings

and

installations,

railway

lines,

railway

stations,

Post

and Telegraph offices and roads which may come under the flood line, should be
prepared on the index map itself.

In respect of cities or towns and the villages falling in the likely inundation area
of dam break floods, the detailed contour maps of the entire area showing contours
at 0°5 m. intervals should be prepared. The hypothetical dam break flood line, the
25 years return period outflow flood and the maximum spillway design discharge
flood

line (wherever

relevant),

the

various

populated

sectors,

streets

and

roads,

public buildings, important installations and all prominent places must be marked
on these plans. The detailed maps should be prepared on the available town planning
or city survey or land record plans or village maps.

Normally such maps are available for the command area of irrigation projects
having direct canals. These maps with additional surveys covering the likely
inundation area will also serve the purpose in majority of the cases.
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e
to select suitable higher locations wher
The Revenue Officers should be informed
ls of
ld be shifted in case of necessity. Detai
the people from flood prone area shou
and
on and shelters should be worked out
such locations to be used for evacuati
road
and
ays
railw
the
of
s
cular
. The parti
clearly marked on these detailed maps
they
ined and likely flood levels to which
obta
be
ld
shou
zone
bridges in the flood
s
ritie
autho
the
and
s
ritie
autho
to the revenue
might be subjected should be intimated
in charge of the bridges.
scrutinized and approved by competent
The above maps and details should be
:—
officers of Irrigation Department as under
A

Category of Hazard Potential

No.

1
2
3

High
Medium
Low

The approved
authorities :—

re;

ae
5

..
sie

aS

plans of inundation

Competent authority

ae

Regional Chief Engineer.

oe

Superintending Engineer.

ae

Executive Engineer.

area should be

supplied

to the

following

(a) Chief Engineer (Irrigation Department).
(b) Commissioner of Revenue Division.
(c) Superintending Engineer.
(d) Executive Engineer.
(e) Collector of the District.

plans should also be kept ready to be
Sufficient spare copies of the approved
at short notice.
supplied to any other officials concerned
ruction of dams will intimate by
The Executive Engineer in charge of const
ct the names of all new gorge filling
December 31st to the Collector of the Distri
season which will impound water for
works being taken up during the working
The inundation area and maps for dam
the first time during the following monsoon.
d also be sent along with this intimation.
break floods of the respective dams shoul

nse time available between notification
3.4. Response time available-—The respo
ation in relation to location of various
of emergency and probable start of inund
ons is one of the most important factors
population centres and important installati
Emergency Action Plan (EAP), the size
in deciding the nature and scope of the
system, the evacuation procedures, the
of implementation machinery, the warning
derations for the designs, construction
vigilance procedures and the safety consi
and maintenance of the structure itself.
Actions to prevent Risk of the Failure
y is to minimise the risk of failure
The first steps in the prevention of emergenc
ce.
of structure by proper vigilance and surveillan
4.

a

|p

Serial
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qualified personnel_—The

technical

are to be posted to be in charge of maintaining vigil over the dam
qualified and trained in the aspects of maintenance and safety
should be competent enough to diagnose the situation and the
the type of actions and measures. Proper advance training will

‘|

personnel

who

must be adequately
of dams. The staff
immediate need of
also probably help

to initiate the remedial action without delay when the time is the critical factor.

All instrumentation data observation, water level and hydrological data observation should be entrusted to qualified and responsible personnel who are able to
appreciate the importance of the data collection and its broad interpretation in
the relation to health and safety of the dam.

4.2. Increased vigilance during certain critical periods.—Increased vigilance must
be maintained on all the dams during the following periods:—
(a) First filling of the reservoir.
(b) Periods of intense rainfall in the catchment of the dam.
(c) Periods of excessive floods.
(d) Period of about a month following critical earthquake events in the region.
(e) In the old dams with signs of adverse behaviour
rectified and normal behaviour is confirmed.
4.3.

till the deficiencies

Keeping stock piles of suitable construction materials for

emergency

are

use.—

Depending upon the type of structures, foundation conditions, and construction
and behavioural history of the dam, the quantity and type of construction materials
to be stock piled at the dam site should be decided and the materials should always
be kept ready for any emergent use at the site of all vulnerable locations.

Wherever

it is not possible to decide these quantities, the broad guidelines as given in paras.
9.8 and

11(f) may

be followed.

Normally the materials for earthwork, filters, rubble and aggregates for concreting
can be of immediate use during emergent conditions. The following materials may
be stored for this purpose nearabout vulnerable locations :—
(a) Murum__....
.. \ Filling cracks and raising embankment in case
(6) Impervious soils
of settlement.
(c) Gravel or Metal (40 mm) \ Laying inverted filters on leaks, piping and boil;
(d) Sand (Max. size 6 mm)
Concreting.
(e) Rubble (100 to 250 mm). _ Erosion protection, closing large leaks.
(f) Empty cement bags
.. Around boils after filling with sand or murum
and also constructing temporary coffer-dams
or raising crest of earth dam marginally.
4.4.

Machinery.—Suitable

construction

machineries

such

as

trucks,

tippers,

dozers etc., should also be kept ready at the site during critical periods for emergency
use.
5.

Structure of Emergency Action Plan
5.1. Procedure of notifying the concerned officers and the public.—Notification
procedures are an integral part of any emergency action plan and should be prepared

F 4786—4 (2,500—7-84)
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developing failure and practically
separately for slowly developing failure, rapidly
the case under consideration. The
instantaneous failure as may be appropriate for
measures to be taken prior to and
notification procedures will consist of emergency
le events to concerned authofollowing the dam failure for reporting the probab
with the local administrative
rities. These procedures should be co-ordinated
safety in the region. The
public
authorities and all other authorities connected with
or information about
ctions
instru
notification procedures should contain complete
the following :—
titles, addresses and office
(a) Continuously updated list of names, positions,
authorities connected with the
and home telephone numbers of all the officials and
together with similar information
implementation of the Emergency Action Plan
of all the alternates.
and its evaluation procedures
(b) Complete instructions about the emergency
conditions cited above and
to be followed for each of the three types of failure
failure.
the emergent remedial measures to prevent the
supervisory personnel will be
(c) Instructions about order in which the key
of the person to be notified.
notified including one or more alternates for each
should be designated to be
(d) At least one key supervisory personnel
and he should be available by
responsible for the co-ordination of the whole plan
location for all the 24 hours
ned
telephone or otherwise at a known or predetermi
during the critical periods.
with all the concerned project
Copies of notification procedures must be available
official use and they should be made
personnel as a document for purely restricted
ng workshops before monsoon
fully conversant with the same by arranging traini
each year.
it should be divided into suitable
If the area likely to be affected is large then
situations and complete method of
sectors for efficient handling of the emergency
sectors should be included in the
notification of the authorities in charge of the
notification procedures.
ncations supplemented with
5.2. Methods of communication.—Wireless commu
the dams with high hazard potential
telephone system should be established on all
areas to meet all cases of emergency
and the population centres in the damages prone
public address system should also
promptly. Vehicles equipped with sirens and
areas effectively. Maximum possible
be kept available for covering large populated
made. Warning sirens should also be
use of radio broadcast facilities should also be
should be made about the methods
installed at suitable places and wide publicity
l floods and dam break floods.
of warnings that will be adopted in case of critica
menting evacuation plans.—Evacua5.3. Responsibility for developing and imple
by a body of local officers controlling
tion plans must be prepared and implemented
should be prepared conforming to
the inundation prone areas. Evacuation plans
The plans may generally include the
the local needs and the facilities available.
following requirements.(*)
with priorities.
(a) Demarcation of area to be evacuated
(b) Safe routes to be used.
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(c) Traffic control measures.
(d) Means of transportation.

(e) Shelters for the evacuees.
(f) Procedures for evacuation of people from hospitals, nursing homes, prisons
etc.

(g) Procedures for care and security of property from evacuated areas from
anti-social elements etc.
(A) Instructions regarding assignment of specific functions and responsibilities
to various members of the evacuation teams.
5.4. Periodical Review of Plans.—The Emergency Action Plan should be reviewed
from time to time and revised and updated say after every 2 years (4) to make it
more precise and practicable. Updating of list of key personnel, their phone numbers
and addresses must be done every year before end of May.
6.

Actions following discovery of problem

A close vigilance on the dam by competent staff is the basic requirement in the
Emergency Action Plan. When some problem is noticed, the nature of the problem
and its potentialities are required to be ascertained at the earliest possible for initiating remedial measures as well as further actions for invoking the operation of the
emergency action plan. Depending upon the situations one or more of the following
actions may be immediately taken.
6.1. Notify appropriate Engineering Officers in the Department—(1) A notification of any unusual development on the dam should be immediately conveyed
by the Junior Engineer or the Assistant/Sub-Divisional Engineer|Offcer in charge
of the maintenance of the dam to the higher Officers in the department including
the Executive Engineer, the Superintending Engineer and the Regional Chief Engineer
by means of the fastest available communication facilities such as wireless message,
telephone and telegram. In any case whenever any unusual developments are noticed
on a dam the highest available man on the spot must initiate the actions for
noti fication and possible constructive repairs depending upon the seriousness of
the development.
6.2. Suitable pre-determined remedial action—() (a) Emergency repair—It is
necessary that the staff posted on the vigilance and maintenance of the dams is
adequately trained to handle various emergent situations that may arise on the dam
depending upon the type of dam, the type of foundations, the hydrological conditions,
the nature of various operating systems and devices for gates and control structures

and the instrumentation

observations,

so that,

they can evaluate the nature of the

problem and the type of emergent remedial actions to
correct remedial action.

be taken and can initiate the

(6) Lowering the pool.—(*) In most cases the lowering of the reservoir right from the
appearance of signs of distress may reduce the likelihood of the dam failure or may
prolong or altogether arrest the failure. The lowering achieved may also help in
F 4786—4a
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in the case of an imminent
reducing the potential damage to the life or the property
n has to be exercised in
cautio
dams
l
failure. However, in case of earth or rock-fil
down slides in the
drawn
sudden
of
lowering the reservoir to avoid possibility
upstream slopes.
reservoirs on the upstream
(c) Hold water in upstream reservoirs.—() If there are any
or stop any release
restrict
to
of the dam under distress then they may be informed
reservoir under
the
in
inflow
to the extent possible which will help in reducing the
ir or depleting
reservo
the
in
rise
distress and thereby assist in controlling the further
an imminent
of
case
the
in
the reservoir and reducing the extent of damage
failure.

(d) Determine

need for public

notification —After

evaluation

of the

emergency

the developing emergency
situations immediate steps must be taken to notify about
on of the Emergency Action
conditions to the officers responsible for implementati
nt or has already begun then
Plan. If the conditions are severe and failure is immine
may be issued by the Engineer
direct notification of the conditions of the emergency
ated in the Emergency Action
or his assistant at the dam site to all the officers design
d for taking immediate necesPlan (EAP) as well as the population likely to be affecte
if
sary steps.

be available even
If the conditions are such that, sufficient time can

notification must be decided
a failure is likely to develop then the need for public
r, such communications
by an Engineering Officer of pre-determined level. Howeve
must be subjected to a double check for authenticity.

Types of Emergencies
fic design and improved
In spite of advances made in site explorations, scienti
dams now and then. The
construction techniques, emergencies do occur in the
thorough knowledge of
have
must
dams
Engineers in charge of maintenance of
al measures so that they can
the common types of emergencies and methods of remedi
following are the common
The
.
failure
strive to save the structure from imminent
types of emergencies.

7.

of the major causes of dam
7.1. Overtopping.—Overtopping has always been one
ed failures of dams. The
failures and accounts for nearly a fourth (®) of the record
spillway capacity. This
most common cause for overtopping is the inadequate
data and design. The
lic
type of emergency is caused due to inadequate hydrau
er gate operation
improp
ard,
other causes of overtopping can be insufficient free-bo
or failure of spillway gates operating mechanism.
the maximum antiIt is usual to provide the spillway capacity for safely routing
floods. In case
and
storms
cipated inflow into the reservoir during severe most
the probable
for
d
be checke
of already existing dams the spillway capacity must
upon the
ing
depend
be
may
maximum flood or standard project floods as the case
al cases
margin
In
y.
size of dam and augmenting the spillway capacity suitabl
ion
regulat
ir
reservo
of
s
an emergency can also be avoided by following the method
ting
forecas
flood
of
system
by preparing guidecurves and establishing a reliable
taking advance actions
for estimating inflow into the reservoir and accordingly
for release

ete.
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Some of the notable examples of failures of dams due to overtopping have occurred
in the following cases :—
(a) Failure of Macchu-II dam in Gujarat State of India on August 11, 1979
after it was overtopped by about'0-6 meter depth of water following heavy
rains. About

dead

2,000 persons are reported

in the disaster

(6) Failure of Canyon Lake dam (Rapid City) in United States of America on
. June 6, 1972 with a loss of 237 lives and heavy damage to property in
Rapid City.

(c) Failure of Frias dam
lives.
(d) Failure of Oros dam
lives,

in Argentina on
in Brazil on

January

March

25,

4, 1970 with a loss of 42
1960 which claimed several

(¢) Failure of Dhanibara dam in Dhule District of Maharashtra State in India
in 1977 during its first filling.

7.2. Embankment and foundation
concentrated leaks has caused a large
occur if the pressure head of seepage
the soil particles at the exit causing
seepage.

piping —Piping or progressive
number of catastrophic failures.
water at the exit is sufficiently high
a serious internal erosion along

erosion of
Piping may
to dislodge
the path of

A pervious foundation of dam or pervious or open joined rock at the bed of cutoff trench or leaky reservoir bottom is a frequent cause of excessive water loss and
occasionally of piping. The conditions usually responsible for foundation piping
are—
(a) Strata and lenses of sand or gravel in the alluvial deposits on which the earth
dam is built particularly in case of partial cut offs.
(6) Presence of burried channels under the seat of dam, open joints in basalt
and faults or fracture zone in the foundation rock..
The defects such as cracks and pervious zones are the most common causes of
piping.
Burried pervious channels of boulders and debris in the embankment core

may also cause piping.
At the junctions with masonry and outlets, inadequate
junctions as well as separation due to settlement of soil mass may also lead to seepage

and piping.

7.3. Boils.—The boils may occur due to pervious foundation strata like the layers
of alluvium sand and gravel on which the embankments rest. Boils may lead to
piping if not properly treated. The most effective and practicable method of controlling individual large boils is to provide a ring bund of sand bags. The diameter
of this ring must be at least 10 times that of diameter of the boils.

Some of the prominent failures due to piping are noted below:—
(a) Failure of Teton dam of U.S.B.R. on Sth June 1976 after its first filling which
caused about 14 deaths and property damage of about 400 million dollars.
(b) Failure of Nanak-Sagar

dam

in Uttar

1967 after its first filling which caused
in 32 villages.

Pradesh,

India,

on 9th September

100 deaths and damage to property
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(c) Failure of Maniwali
in 1976.

dam

in Thane

District,

Maharashtra

State, India,

nelle dam (®) of U.S.B.R. was preA very near failure due to piping on the Fonte
emergency lowering of the reservoir.
vented by dumping rock into the hole and
a dam, the same must be tackled on
If the phenomena of piping is observed on
immediate as well as long term
emergency footing by adopting the following
measures :—
in situ or pre-fabricated filter packs
(i) Laying inverted filter of filter materials laid
over the discharge face.
(ii) Emergency lowering of the reservoir.
the upstream.
(iii) Dumping of soil, murum and rock on
crest as well as emergency lowering
(iv) Preventing overtopping by raising the
as at (ii) above, if subsidence is noted.

(v) Providing relief wells.
(vi) Providing drainage trenches.

enema

t.
(vii) Providing upstream impervious blanke
(viii) Grouting of the defective barriers.

7.4.

Tacklinga leak through an earth dam.

(41),—When

unusual leakage

is

should be taken :—
observed on dams, the following actions
leak.—The situation is not serious.
(a) If clear water is coming out through a
leakages reported immediately to the
The discharge should be measured and the
ding Engineer.
Executive Engineer with a copy to the Superinten
.—The matter is serious and may
(b) If turbid water is coming out through a leak
ge discharge should be estimated.
develop into a dangerous situation. The leaka

be made to discover whether any
_ An immediate inspection of the dam should
transverse cracks have
howsoever, small and any longitudinal or

settlement,
er any sloughing of the embankment
developed. It should also be observed wheth
should be telegraphically communihas occurred. The occurrence with full facts
ding Engineer, the Regional Chief
cated to the Executive Engineer, the Superinten
, Irrigation Department. The SubEngineer and the Secretary to the Government
eer must rush to the site on receipt
Divisional Engineer and the Executive Engin
rence to direct and supervise the
of the information about such an occur
remedial actions.
be immediately taken to deal with
Simultaneously, the following actions should
the leak:—
excavation should be made in the
(i) If the leakage is small, a bowl shaped
of sand, gravel or metal and rubble
slope of the embankment and a filter consisting
in the accompanying sketch at ‘A’.
should be constructed in excavation, as shown

t the leakage face.
The layer of the sand should be deposited agains
time for excavation and the filter
_ .» (ii) If the leakage is large, there would be no
in sketch “B’.
as shown
should be built above the embankment slope
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AND WHEN ONE IS DEVELOPED.
WHEN THE LEAKAGE IS SMALL
AND WHEN IT IS POSSIBLE
TO EXCAVATE IN TO
EMBANKMENT,

EXCAVATE IN BOWL
AND PUT FILTER,
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SHAPE

WHEN THE LEAKAGE !S CONSIDERABLE ANC WHEN
IT IS
wr POSSIBLE TO EXCAVATE IN
TO THE EMBANKMENT,

Me
300 RUBBLE(120 To 250 MM)

i

BO,

sasene

sodtlf

300 SHINGLES OR METAL

yh wy
ely rn)
SATE
;
25h 450MM

( GOmmMAX Size)
sano

Sap

(MM max size)
2°54

NOTES4)
2)

SLOPES
ALL

MENTIONED ARE TO THE HORIZONTAL.
DIMENSIONS ARE INmm.,
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is to trap soil particles. The
It should be noted that the purpose of the filter
particles from the body of
soil
of
danger due to a leak arises out of the removal
The function of the
piping.
le
embankment, ultimately resulting in an uncontrollab

It is, therefore, of utmost
es.
filter is to arrest the movement of the soil particl
shown in sketch should be
as
size,
importance that the filter materials of the correct

the dam. If after the filter is
obtained and stacked in advance near the rear toe of
even if clear water continues
and
built, the turbidity of the leakage flow disappears
to issue, the filter will have served its purpose.

so should be communiAfter the filter is successfully built the fact of having done
tending Engineer, the
cated telegraphically to the Executive Engineer, the Superin
Department.
Regional Chief Engineer and the Secretary, Irrigation
nt observation throughout
The clear water discharge should be kept under consta
the period until the lake is drained.

7.5.

Foundation Slides —Many

slides

by weak foundations.

are caused

The

heave of the foundasliding is accompanied by bulging upwards and outward or a
and

ee

Soft clayey strata, weathered rock
tion beyond the toe of the embankment.
tion failure.
founda
of
pment
shales are responsible for develo
or slow subsidence of
The sliding is often preceded by slow outward creep of slope
is difficult to detect

However, the movement
the embankment.
observations.
careful
or
ements
measur

without

accurate

pressure in confined
Foundation failure may take place due to excessive water
rapidly usually without
silt or sand seams. The movement may also develop very
logging.
a warning after a gradual rise of ground water table and water
furnish the only means of ©
The piezometers embedded in the cohesionless seams
determining when the pressures become dangerous.
A case of foundation slide was observed

in

case

of

Aran

Dam

in

Yavatmal

its first filling.
District of Maharashtra State in India, in April 1978 after
slopes are charac1.6, Slides in embankment slopes.—Slides in the embankment
and a bulging
top
dam
terised by a typical subsidence of semi-circular portion of

the toe.
of embankment slope in the lower part or just above
on the top or the slope
The movement develops slowly and is preceded by cracks

slowly along with the
near the top. Sometimes the lower slope bulges upward
cracks forming perpendicular to the dam axis.
ream face if the
Embankment slides can occur on either the upstream or downst
place during
take
also
slope is too steep for the strength of the soil, Failure can
construction even when the reservoir has not begun to fill.
pressure during
The soils are weakened by the development of temporary pore
draw-down of
Sudden
ment.
embank
the
in
construction which may cause slides
m slope.
the reservoir may also cause failure by way of slides in the upstrea
foundation clay.
North Ridge Dam (USA)(°) was fitted with piezometers in the

the excess
After the slow slide in 1953, further construction was postponed until
,
;
ted.
pore pressure in the foundation clay had dissipa
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follow heavy

rain

storm. At Costilla Dam in New Mexico (built in 1920), a downstream slide developed in June, 1942. The crack at upper edge of the slide was about 20 ft. below
the crest. It ran parallel to the crest for about 80 ft. and then dropped downward

|

into heavy rip-rap which covered the lower portion Of the slope.
downstream

berms or poorly

drained

roads

on

the downstream

accumulation of surface puddles which saturate the embankment
the berm or road and lead to slides.

Poorly

slope

drained

also allow

directly

below

There have been a few shallow upstream slides, such as that at Belle Fourche
Dam(!*) in Montana in 1931 more than 20 years after construction. The reservoir
was drawn-down at an unprecedented rate and a shallow layer of soil slide down
the upstream slope.
7.7.

Longitudinal and Transverse

differential

settlement

between

cracks in embankment.—They are caused

adjacent

lengths

of embankment,

by

usually between

the portion located at the abutment and portion in the centre of the valley. The
worst cracking develops when the foundation under the higher portion is compres-

sible and the abutments are steep and relatively incompressible. The most dangerous
cracks are those which run transversely creating a path through the core for con-

centrated seepage through the core.

The following measures need be taken immediately whenever cracks are observed
in the embankment :—
(a) Find approximate depth of crack.
(6) Carry out water test through one of the inspection pit and observe the
approximate intake of water. ©
(c) Cracked portion should be excavated in the form of a trench upto bottom
of crack and trench filled by well compacted soil, The soil compaction
should be maintained at a moisture content 3 to 5 per cent higher than
O.M.C. The compaction
pneumatic rammers.

(d) For

cracks

adopted.

more

than

may

be obtained by gum boots, hand rammers or

2 metres

deep

clay cement

mix

grouting

may

be

7.8. Junctions and Outlets—Junctions and outlets are often sources of serious
troubles in earth dams. The nature of trouble often depends upon the nature of
foundations, layout and design features and the placement control at the junction
surfaces and around the outlet conduit. Separation of the earth-work at the contact
surface particularly the impervious fill or core and disturbance and cracking in
the conduit can lead to severe seepage and piping failures. The method of emergency
treatment in this case is almost similar to piping. The trouble at Panshet Dam in
Maharashtra originated at the outlet structure.
8.

Constitution of Emergency Action Committees (11)
8.1. Wherever major towns or cities and villages are located “the area likely
to be affected by the dam break floods, the District Collector may be apprised of the
need to formulate Emergency Action Committees for the various cities, towns and
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villages. Emergency Action Committees
for important cities and towns:—
(a) District Collector.

of following officers may be constituted

=

(b) Chief Executive Officer of the Zilla Parishad.

(c) Superintendent of Police of the District.
(d) Executive Engineer (Irrigation).
(e) Executive Engineer (Public Works and Housing).
_
(f) A representative of the Post and Telegraph Department.
if any railway lines lie in the inundation zone.
(g) A representative of Railway,

'

(A) A representative of the State Transport Department. -

(i) A representative of the Electricity Board.
(j) A representative of the Civil Supplies Department.
(k) District Agricultural Officer.
(1) District Health Officer.
(m) District Commandant of Home Guards.

eee

(n) District Publicity Officer.

‘

The District Collector should be the Chairman of the Committee. He may nominate
any additional persons considered useful in the effective implementation of the
Emergency Action Plan to act as members of the Committee.

Flood Committees comprising of the following persons may be
towns and villages likely to be threatened by the Project in the event
(i) Assistant Collector, Tahasildar, B.D.O. or Sarpanch as
depending upon the size of the town or the village and the
problem.

formed in the
of a mishap :—
the Chairman
nature of the

(ii) Local Police Station in charge or the Police Patil.

(iii) Gramsevak.
(iv) Chairman of the Village Farmers’ Co-operative Society, if any.
(v) Head Master of the Village School.
These Committees should be in operation from Ist July to 31st October or till
such time a danger is apprehended to the dam.
8.2. If and when there is any occurrence which is likely to involve danger to the
dam, the Executive Engineer|Deputy Engineer besides taking remedial measures
should report the fact to the following officials either by telegraph or telephone or
wireless :—
:

(a) Secretary, Irrigation Department.
(b) Regional Chief Engineer (Irrigation Department).
(c) Commissioner of Revenue Division.
(d) Collector of District.
aon
(e) Chief Executive Officer, Zilla Parishad..

(f) Superintending Engineer.

4

oat
ms
i

“i

Lape
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(g) Executive Engineer.

(A) Superintendent of Police of the District.
(i) Divisional Superintendent of Railway.
(j) Station Master of the nearest Railway Stations.
The concerned

Divisional Traffic Superintendent

Staff, if any, Railway bridge is likely to be affected.

of the Railway

and the Special

Threatened inhabitants and Engineering Structures installations etc., below the
dam may be alerted. It should be checked which villages are likely to be affected.
If the likely danger is averted, all the authorities mentioned above, should be
informed accordingly.
9.

Special preparedness before first filling of Reservoirs

Many failures of earth dams have occurred at the time of first filling of reservoirs.
The period of first filling and two to three cycles of filling thereafter is a critical period
in the life of dams. Hence special vigilance and precautionery steps are necessary
at the time of first filling of a dam and two years thereafter, in order to avoid danger
to the dam and inhabitants downstream of dam. It is very essential to watch
carefully the performance of the dam during this period. The preparedness as
given below is, therefore, very essential for the first filling of the reservoir.
9.1. Emergency Action Plan(").—Before starting the first filling of reservoir the
emergency action plan of each individual project should be completed and Emergency Action Committee must be constituted as laid down in para. 8.
9.2. Completion of gate installation.—The installation of spillway gates and gates
for head regulators including emergency gates, stop logs, hoisting arrangements,
emergency power etc., must be completed by 30th April and trials of operation of
gates must be taken. All the accessories of the head regulator and spillway gates
shall be checked carefully by taking operating trials before start of first filling of
reservoir.
9.3.

Special

Inspection—The

Superintending

Engineer,

Executive

Engineer

or

Deputy Engineer in charge of the dam should complete the special pre-monsoon
inspection of the dam before 31st May as per the procedure of Safety Inspections in
force as per the criteria in Appendix VI and must submit the inspection report in
the prescribed form to the Regional Chief Engineer and the Superintending Engineer,
Dam Safety Organisation, Nashik.
9.4. Reservoir Filling Schedule.—Executive Engineer in charge of the dam should
prepare the schedule for first filling of the reservoir and get the same approved from
the Superintending Engineer before start of monsoon. As far as possible the dam
should not be filled upto F.S.L. at the time of first filling. Only the storage required
for committed use in the first year should be stored in the reservoir and the surplus
inflow should be gradually let out from the outlet or river sluice or temporary waste
weir if provided, taking care to see that, conditions for sudden draw-down are not
created. The copy of the first filling schedule should also be sent to the Superintending Engineer, Dam Safety Organisation, Nashik, the Regional Chief Engineer and
the Government.
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(11),—The lighting facilities on the dam
9.5, Flood lighting of dam for vigilance
oon for close vigilance during the night
should be provided before start of mons
y if
d be provided from the local grid suppl
time also. The lighting facilities shoul
ses.
installed for emergent use for such purpo
available. A generator should also be
s should also be made to connect the
9.6. Communications (!).—Arrangement
hone
Executive Engineer either by canal telep
dam site with the Headquarters of the
ons,
stati
ess
wirel
lish
Arrangements to estab
line or by a regular trunk line extension.

Mahaout and the Director of Police Wireless,
if found necessary, should be worked
The
d.
lishe
estab
ons
stati

to get the wireless
rashtra State, Pune may be approached
the
hone line should be completely out of
telep
and
wireless and telephone stations
flood zone.

—

9.7.

Access

Roads

(#4).—Access

roads

should

be

established

to all vulnerable

inery
toe of earth dams for movement of mach
locations of dam as well as downstream
should
if required. The road on top of dam
for carrying out any emergent repairs
roads
y
ment of machinery. The temporar
also be provided for inspection and move
of
onset
dam should also be prepared before
from stock piling of materials to the
monsoon.
.—About 10 cu.m. each of—
9.8. Stock piling of repairs materials (#4)
(a) Sand

Sigman

(b) Shingle or Stone metal
(c) Rubble

spot
during first three years at a convenient
should be stock-piled and maintained
of
ment
abut
side
gorge
the
ts,
outlet or outle
near every important location like the
points,
Thus, if there are five such important
the waste weir and the deepest gorge.
metal
stone
or
le
shing
of
cu.m.
of sand, 50
the total stock piling will be 50 cu.m.
and 50 cu.m. of rubble.
filled with murum should be kept ready
About 2,500 bags (empty cement bags)
g
d nearabout these important points durin
on the crest of the dam equally distribute
for subsequent years.
the first year and be available preferably
d
rs, trucks and excavators or dozers shoul
9.9, Machinery.—Machinery like tippe
ials
g of the reservoir for conveying the mater
be kept at the site during the first fillin
for emergent use.
to
s should be available on either flank
9.10. Labour ().—At least 50 labourer
s notice.
start remedial measures at half an hour
villages
gent repair work from neighbouring
Mobilisations of labour force for emer
bodied
the Revenue Officials. List of all able
should be called for with the help of
of
kept ready for mobilising labour in case
male persons should be prepared and
emergency.
g of a Reservoir
Vigilance during the First Year of fillin
oning of earth dams, careful watch needs
10.1. During the first year of commissi
and in
junctions of earth work and masonry
to be kept particularly at the outlets,
:

10.

the gorge portion.
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The dams are categorised as under for the purpose of this vigilance:
Category
Category A

Height
Si

More than 30 m.

Storage Capacity
eis

More than 100 mcum.

Category B

ee

More than 15 m. but not
exceeding 30 m.

More than 20 mcum., but
not exceeding 100 mcm.

Category C

Be

Upto

Upto 20 mcum.

15 m.

ef]

Any dam satisfying any one of the above criteria should be considered in the
respective higher category.

The Executive Engineer must take similar precautions in respect of all the dams
of Category C which would be commissioned for the first time in the forthcoming
monsoon.
10.2. All the dams of Cetegory A and B should be flood lit and round the clock
vigilance should be maintained by making special patrolling arrangements. Powerful electric torches should be also provided to the patrolmen for effective night
time patrolling.

10.3. A responsible engineer of
camp during the first monsoon so as
The criteria to be observed for such
dams of various categories is given

appropriate rank should stay at the dam site
to inspect it regularly and intensively everyday.
vigilance by engineers of various levels and for
in Col. No. 6 of Appendix VI.

10.4. The dam should be periodically and frequently inspected by responsible
engineers of appropriate level as specified in Col. 7 of Appendix VI for the dams
of various categories. The first such inspection should be carried out in the month
of July or at the onset of first heavy rains. The second inspection should be carried
out immediately after the dam fills up upto approximately half the height as considered from the deepest river bed upto the F.S.L. After the second inspection,
if the slopes and the dam profile are found in satisfactory condition and there is no
objectionable seepage then the third inspection should be carried out when the
spillway is about to flow. After the spillway starts flowing the engineer responsible
to conduct the periodical inspections should camp at the dam site for at least one
week so that he is available to direct necessary steps to meet any eventualities.
10.5. Any sweat, subsidence, leakage, cracking or signs of slipping of slopes
should be immediately brought to the notice of the immediate superior officer by
the patrolmen or the engineers responsible for vigilance or periodical inspections as
soon as such a phenomena is noticed.

er

The Superintending Engineer should list up all the dams of Category A and B
in -his charge which would be commissioned for the first time in the forthcoming
monsoon and must ensure the timely completion of all the necessary precautionery
measures for their safety. In case of the new gorge filling works he must ensure
that it is possible to complete the gorge filling before the 30th April.
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10.6.

Daily reports about stage of lake: filling and condition and behaviour of

the dam must be submitted by the engineer responsible for continuous vigilance
of the dam to his immediate superior.

10.7. Reports about stage of lake filling and condition and behaviour of the dam
must be submitted by the engineer responsible for periodical inspections to his
immediate superior promptly after every inspection.
10.8. The Executive Engineer in charge of dams may inspect all the dams in
Category C at his discretion depending upon the reports being received from the
Junior Engineer or the Deputy Engineer about the behaviour of the dam. He should,
however, visit all important dams in Category C at least once when the F. S. L. is
reached for the first time.
10.9. The Superintending Engineer in charge may inspect all the dams in Category
A (Storage less than 1000 mm*), B and C at his discretion according to the reports
being received from the Sub-Divisional Engineers and the Executive Engineer. He
should, however, visit all the dams of Category A (with storage capacity less than
1000 mm!) and Category B at least once when the F. S. L. is reached for the first
time.
10.10. The above procedure of vigilance should be also followed for the second
and third years of filling for all new dams.

11.

Vigilance of Dams during monsoon after third year of filling

(a) Round the clock patrolling should be maintained during the filling of the dam.
Powerful electric torches should be provided for night patrol.
(b) The Junior Engineer in charge of the dam should stay at the dam site throughout
the monsoon and should inspect it regularly and intensively.
(c) The Assistant/Sub- Divisional Engineer/Officer concerned should visit the
dam :—
(i) when it is filled to half the height upto F.S. L. from the deepest river bed.

(ii) during heavy rains.
(iii) when the waste weir is about to overflow.

(d) The Executive Engineer, concerned should inspect important dams when
the F. S. L. is reached and even earlier if possible having regard to the number
of dams in his charge requiring vigilance.
(e) The Superintending Engineer should inspect the dam at his discretion.
(f) Stock piling of construction materials for emergency use such as Filter materials
e
like sand, metal (Shingle) or rubble and stacks of murum at various vulnerabl
dam
the
of
places for emergency use as collected at the time of first filling
should be maintained.

The stock pile at each of the vulnerable part of the dam should comprise :—
Sand

a

“i

Metal or shingle
Rubble

ca

Ly

a

..

1O0cu.m.

it

..

10-cu.m.

4

see

10epams

ee

7

ae
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(g). At least 20 able-bodied mazdoors should be kept at the site for any emergent
repairs.

(h) In the case of earth dams which although not being commissioned for the first
time, have nevertheless been known to behave abnormally in the past, special
watch should be kept during the monsoon to observe the effect of remedial
measures taken and in any case to ensure safety of the dams.
(i) The Emergency Action Plan of the dam should be kept up-to-date and operative
during the monsoon period.
12.

Actions in dealing with the problems of public safety during emergencies on dams
12.1. Preparatory measures.—(a) The Tahasildar of.............--.00000- wil] Tahsildar
form Village Flood Committee immediately in the villages listed in Appendix........ to form
ois
‘
:
village
flood
F
consisting of the following persons :—
(i) Sarpanch

:

of the Village Panchayat;

a

committees
doling
ond

their

(ii) Police Patil;
(iii) Chairman of the Co-operative Society;

~

functions.

ne

(iv) President of the Village Farmers’ Co-operative Society if there is any; and
(v). Head Master of the Village School.
These Village Committees should be informed that they are formed for the purpose
of warning the villagers on receipt of the intimation regarding the coming of any
flood arising out of any mishap to the ................ Dam. They should also
be instructed as to their duties on receiving intimation of flood and also on receiving
instructions for evacuation. They should also be informed that in case evacuation
is to be undertaken they should use their own transport available in the village. The
able-bodied men and women should carry their belongings by themselves and the
old, infant and children should be taken to the places of safety in the bullock carts

available in the village.

(6), The Tahasildar of ..........cssceeeees should fix the safe places in consul- Tahsildar

tation with the villagers to which villagers should go on their being asked to evacuate 0 fix safe

with their cattle and belongings. The fixing of the places of safety as well as the P!#ces
ae
evacuation.
indication of the flood line according to the demarcation given vide paragraph
12:1(j) by the Superintending Engineer, 0.0.6 ccc ses eeccceseewnensnverenes
on the village maps should be completed immediately.

(c) (i) The village flood committees should be informed that these arrangements Main
are precautionary. measures and there is no need of sine panicky on account of function

these

P

precautionary

es

measures.

(ii) The village flood committees should
up shelters at the places of safety as also for
etc. The supply of sheets for shelter will
the Taluka Tahasildar and kept at central
evacuation centres.

of village

flood

arrange as and when necessary for putting committees.
immediate needs of food, water, clothing,
be arranged by the Collector through
places within easy reach of the proposed
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to points (a) to (c) above
(d) The arrangements made by the Tahasildar in regard
ess
rrercrreeneeeerere
s+sse
+++++
of arrange- should be reported to the Commissioner,.......
e and

Completion

Tahsildar.

The

Superintending

ers

cre
ts tests
+es
resen
Engineer,.......+++++

and the District Superintendent
er TEC O
EO
GIP 2a, SE
ive Engineer, ...+..+++++
Execut
the
Of Police, ....0-eserersereneees District and
PES

Provision
of Mobile
Police
Party.

by the 25th June,

....----++-++>

. Each will consist of one
(e) Two Police Parties will be provided for the project
at the dam site and the
ned
statio
be
Head Constable and two constables. One will
. The Sub-Inspector
reees
eeeeer
other party will be located at........+++-+sse
with the Executive
tation
consul
in
party
of Police should assign duties to each police
Engineer,

Facilities
of Wireless
Communications.

Supply of
transport

by Chief
Executive
Officer,
Zilla
Parishad.

s as
eedete
cne
des caeh
0.0.06 essccc

site. The wireless station will
(f) There will be one wireless station at the dam
ion for all the 24 hours.
operat
in
come into operation immediately and will remain
e to keep a stand-bye
arrang
will
State,
The Director, Police Wireless, Maharashtra
to the Director, Police
write
will
ers
set, preferably a portable one. The Commission
wireless stations as
the
of
lation
Wireless, M. S., Pune in connection with the instal
well as keeping the stand-bye wireless set.
Dealert ” and “ Action” and
In view of the great importance of the “ Alert ”, ‘‘
to see that the issue and receipt of
other messages, arrangements should be made
particulars of the operators at the
such message are cross-checked together with the
receiving ends.
aialtes Zilla Parishad, should
(g) The Chief Executive Officer Of cose eto
Samitis to spare jeeps as and
instruct Block Development Officers and Panchayat
works. The Chief Executive Officer
when required for evacuation and. other relief
all assistance when called upon
should issue instructions to all the staff to render
instructions issued by the Chief
by the Tahasildar or Prant Officer. A copy of the
tive Officer, Prant Officers,
Executive Officer should be endorsed to the respec
ens and the
recrrreeneesereeen
Tahasildars, the Executive Engineer, .......++++e
rerereress
Superintending Engineer, ....--++-+0+00ssreee

Executive
Engineer,
to supply
maps to the
recipients
of the

Emergency

Scheme
from
Annexures
thereto.

,

for the Prant Officer, if available(h) The Superintending Engineer may spate a jeep
will supply copies of the
t
escenrr
(i) The Executive Engineer, .....+++00.++s00
maps showing the flood zone along with—
;
(i) Appendix I—List of villages likely to be affected
(ii) List of special installations;

road bridges, railway lines,
(iii) List of public properties such as railway and
inspection bungalows, etc.; and
with alternative diversions
(iv) Roads liable to be submerged under flood water
to the undermentioned officers.
(1) The

Commissioner,

SO Sees Division.
....+ here bias

(2) The Chief Engineer (Project) and Joint Secretary.

oe

ments to be
reported by
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(3) The Regional Chief Engineer (Irrigation Department).
(A) THO CONSE! OL cs oc ce ss aicsaae
se ocwe
(5) The Superintending Engineer, ...... sees cece eee e ee neeees
(6) The

Deputy Inspector General of Police, ......0...0eeeeeeeeee

(7) The Superintendent of Police, .........000+20055

District.

(8) The Chief Executive Officer, Zilla Parishad, ............00+eeeeees
(9) The Assistant Collector/Prant Officer, .........++0000+:
(10) The TaHasHaar OF is iivinie:s's «egies

oie keane isleneld e's t

(11) The Chairman, Maharashtra State Electricity Board.
(12) The Superintending Engineer, .......++0+00005 Circle, Public Works and
Housing Department.
(13) The Executive Engineer, ........+. Division, Public Works and Housing
Department.
(14) The Divisional Engineer, Telephones.
(15) The Divisional
in flood zone).

Superintendent, Railways (in case any railway line lies

(16) The Sub-Divisional Police Officer concerned.

(k) The:

Superintending

Engineer,

a

Cj) The Superintending’ Pagineer, oo... cape eee ec ein orgies , will arrange to
have shown at site the demarcation of the flood line in the villages and fairly
populated localities immediately. The demarcation should be indicated on the
village maps by the Tahasildars vide paragraph 12.1(b) hereby.

6. 6\1)s06i0ssiniscsisiee
cio sisie seos sve eowe ae » will

ensure storage of adequate quantities of repairs materials and tools for being used

during emergency on both the banks of the dam immediately. The Executive
PRG HBON GE Sa RATS oo 9 t0sce sence eis should ensure that a round the clock vigilance
is maintained (by making special patrolling arrangements). The portion of the dam
in gorge and near outlets is to be watched particularly. The Executive Engineer
should pay frequent visits to dam during monsoon and should stay at dam site
specially during prolonged and heavy rainfall.
Arrangements by
Tahasildar
for provision
of labour
force on
requisition
by the
Executive
Engineer,
a

(i) The: Panasildar Of: sas csasieack carne
will prepare a list of 100 ablebodied persons from nearby villages, and he should give a copy of the list to Deputy
Engineer. These persons are to be requisitioned as labour force on demand by the
Executive Engineer for emergency work. The Police Patil of the villages should
prepare these lists and give them to the Executive Engineer/Deputy Engineer. The
Tahasildar should issue standing instructions to the Police Patils to make the labour
force of these persons available to the Deputy Engineer, on receipt of demand from
him. These persons may be paid upto a maximum of Rs. ............ per day
as will be decided by the Superintending Engineer.

ss
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to give telephone connection to
(m) The Post Master General should be requested
residence at ......-.+sseeerees ;
the Executive Engineer, .......--++++++> at his
teens and the Executive
rrrreess
The Superintending Engineer, ......++-+ssesre
eeiee
orsre should be accorded priority
vans
Engineer, ...cscscesicvesrrsveccc
have a clear line for conveyance of
“TMPORTANT ” so as to enable them to
messages and instructions.

Post
Master
General
to arrange
facility of
telephone
communication and
special
arrangements for
their maintenance and
accordance
of priority
calls to
Superin-

Executive
Engineer,

er, ........++--+ , Sub-Division,
12.2. Alert Signal—{a) The Deputy Engine
as there is any occurrence
signal when or his Junior Engineer will give the “ Alert” signal as soon
in writing to the wireless operator at
and to whom
which is likely to involve the dam in danger,
to be
the code word “Trela”. The
the District Headquarters, as a crash message under
to deliver the message to the officers
above wireless station will further arrange
mentioned under as follows :—
Regional Chief Engineer (Irrigation Department).
a7Alert

»”

Commissioner,
Gollector iOfi..3).

......c0e00eeeeeeeeees Division,
ss District.
ous
bain aiessole

Superintending Engineer,

.....--.++++s+sreees

Superintending Engineer, P. W. & H. Circle,
Deputy Inspector General of Police.
Superintendent of Police,

......++0++++: Districts,

Chief Executive Officer, Zilla Parishad.
Executive Engineer.

the Chief Engineer, Irrigation Projects
The Secretary, Irrigation Department and
y informed of the message by the
and Joint Secretary should also be immediatel
dent of Police, ....+++++++01 20000"
Deputy Engineer. The Collector, the Superinten
d

+e0rtr0* Zilla Parishad shoul
District and the Chief Executive Officer, ....++++++
from the Headquarters. The list of
nominate officers to act in their absence
emergency scheme.
nominees will be distributed to the recipients of the
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(b) On receipt of the “ Alert” signal the police party should move into their

beat conveying warning to the villagers including the village flood committees.
They will return to their Headquarters immediately. Thereafter they will move

Movement
of Police
parties and

manner

out to convey warning of ‘ Dealert ” or “‘ Action” as the case may be. In case of in which
their receiving ‘‘Devlert” or ‘Action’ signl enroute they should move’ suitably
to convey these messages within their beat immediately.
The “ Alert ”, “« Dealert ” and “ Action” warnings should be given in the villages
by the Village Officers by a beat of ore
in the forms of Appendix II, NIT and IV
respectively.
(c) On receiving of the ‘* Alert ” signal, the Tahasildar,........+s.4++0++05: will

go to dam site and camp there till a “ Dealert ” signal is given.

warnings
should be
conyeyed.

The Deputy Engineer

will direct the Sub-Inspector of Police to move the Police parties. The Aval
Karine Will Wait At. oA aus scccsie
ante oa maces
(d) On receipt of a “* Alert ” signal, the District Superintendent of Police..........
et tenriee District will inform the District and Taluka Home Guard Commandants
simultaneously and instruct them to be in readiness for undertaking evacuation| of Police

operations when they become necessary.

He will also instruct the Sub-Divisional to alert

Police Officer to keep in touch with the Prant Officer...... and remain in readiness Taluka
HomeGuards
for undertaking evacuation operations when necessary.
Comman-

dants and
instruct
Sub-DiviPolice
(ec) Fhe. Collector of)

0.005 io

tase oo epee

will

remain

exercise overall supervision till receipt of further signal.

at Headquarters

He will also

inform

State Transport authorities to be in readiness to render assistance, if required.

and

the

(f) On receipt of * Alert” signal the Superintending Engineer
will proceed to the dam site immediately to direct
and Executive Engineer,
the repir operations,

°
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.....5+++-++s+++++ will
(g) The Deputy Engineer, Head Works Sub-Division,..
people.

Executive

party to alert the
ae after transmitting the “ Alert ” signal inform the police

deploy it for efficient and
He will mobilise the labour according to plan and
cad
the dam. expeditious execution of repair work.
conditions of the Dam, until
He will give hourly messages of the precise factual
operator, who

(ii) mobilise

labour

is given to the wireless
force for a “ Dealert ” signal or a ‘‘ Action” warning
raph 12.2(a).
parag
in
will transmit it to the officers mentioned

noel

.....--:-- will give
Jf as a result of repairs, the danger is averted, Deputy Engineer
was given in the
signal to the officers to whom the “ Alert ” signal

(iii) commu-

wouty 2 “ Dealert”

message Same manner as before.
to

eee

specified
officers.
(iv) intimate

need of
army
assis-

ee

re

tance

if necessary.
(v) Issue
“Dealert”
on

aversion

of

danger.

Communi-

cation

12.3.

measures.—(a) If the
Signals for action in case of breach and consequent
the situation has
that
opinion
Sub-Division, is of the

Deputy Engineer, ......++

give “ Action ” signal to the
by Deputy woresened and a breach is apprehended, he should
(a) as in the case of “ Alert o
12.2
officers and in the manner indicated in paragraph

Head Works

Sub- signal.

Division,
of

on,.........+-+eeeeeeeeee
(b) The Deputy Engineer, ......+++++++- Sub-Divisi
Communimanner of the breach and the anticipated
cation bY should give further intimation in the same
ies, listed as at (ii), (iii) and (iv) of
” timing of the flood reaching each of the localit
of paragraph 12.1 (i) hereof.

signals

and timing of
flood.
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(c) On receipt of “ Action ” signal, the Collector,
ee
will take
full control of the evacuation and relief operations and direct and supervise them.

On receipt
of “ Action ”
signal
Collector,
to

supervise
arrangements
on spot.

(d) The Superintendent of Police, ............-. District will accompany
Collector and assist him in all the operations.

the

13.

Control Measures for Prevention of Damage (°)
The extent of damage from the risk of dam failure can be restricted and minimised
by formulating certain policies regarding demarcation and classification of dam break
flood zones and restricting the construction activities in the various classified areas to
certain specific types of uses.
In the countries like the United States there has been an increasing interest in
implementing dam break flood ordinances in many of the States. The ordinances
aim to control the development on the downstream of dam such that the hazard
category of the dams does not change especially in relation to probable loss of human
life in the event of failure of the dam. The ordinances also restrict further development and building activities in the hazardous zone thereby limiting the scope of the
damage.
14.

Land use Regulations (°)
The above objectives can be achieved by formulation of suitable land use regulation for the dam break flood zones. The land use regulations should aim at:—
(i) demarcation and defining the flood zone into various classes such as regula-

tory flood way, design flood way and disaster flood limit for the dam break
flood conditions.

(ii) totally prohibiting construction activity and encroachments in the regulatory
flood way and permitting restrictive uses in the design flood way fringe
and a caution for the disaster flood limit zones for new constructions.
(iii) To ensure that the existing hazard potential classification of the dam does
not change due to any new constructions.
14.1. Types of land use regulation—In respect of the inundation area the
following types of land use regulation may be adopted. This is shown in Appendix V
Fig. 1 to 3).

District

Superinten-

dent
of Police,
..++ District
to assist
Collector
concerned.
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14.2.

The prohibitive zone (8).—This is the zone consisting of normal river channel

for discharge of regulatory floods from the reservoir and the free catchment.

for
Normally in case of storage dams the floods being released from the dam
in
ment
encroach
increased
to
leads
This
d.
most of the years are highly moderate
areas.
urban
the
through
the river channel where the river passes
flood
The river channel portion required for passing a 25 years return flood or a
r is
whicheve
channel
river
ed
establish
equivalent to 1:5 times the capacity of the
zone.
higher should be classified as the prohibitive
nds,
This area may be used only for the open land, type of use such as playgrou
riparian
such
wherever
gardens, river side esplanades or cultivation of light crops
rights exist.
out14.3. The restrictive zone (8).—The area required to pass the maximum design
flood
design
flow flood should be treated as the restrictive zone. The maximum
design
may be adopted as the maximum outflow corresponding to the spillway
me
flood together with similar flood from the free catchments.
for
In the restrictive zone the land use regulation may specify the safe height
prevent
to
method
building
of
type
the
and
level
floor
lowest
the plinth level of the
collapse of the structure during floods.

specified.
Restrictions on the type of uses of buildings is such zones may also be
and also
zone
this
in
expected
floods
of
ty
This will take into account the possibili
to
notice,
short
at
goods
and
cattle
people,
of
necessity of all prompt evacuation
such
in
tions
construc
framing
While
life.
avoid costly flood damages and loss of
;
zones, compulsory insurance may also have to be considered,
of
14.4. The caution zone (8).—The caution zone may extend beyond the limit
this
in
Flooding
zone.
flood
break
dam
the
the restrictive zone to the boundary of
use in this
area may be rare but not altogether impossible. The regulation for land

flood ‘height in
zone should only include a caution about the flood risk and likely

this area and necessary building precautions for safety under such circumstances,
wherever a contingency may arise.

14.5.

;

:

Preparation of Zoning Maps (°).—For all the dam break inundation areas

corresponding
contour plan showing contours at 0'5 to 1 m intervals with a scale
The different
.
prepared
be
should
scales
maps
to 1 : 15000 or the revenue village

flood contours such as 25 years flood, design flood and the dam break flood should
be sent to
be clearly marked on this plan with different colours. Such plans must

es, for keeping the
all the affected villages, talukas, towns, city and district authoriti
or development
tion
construc
new
any
allowing
requirements of zoning, in mind while
activities.
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[Ref. Para. 12.1 (]
(Only for restricted Official use)
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[Reference 12.2(d)]
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